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Allison’s SG campaign
files last-ditch appeal

Tuesday
65°

43°

Wednesday
49°
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Disqualified
candidate desires
reinstatement

Thursday
28°

47°

Josh Dawsey
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Kate A llison campaign
supporters Matt Ungar and
Alan Tauber told The Daily
Gamecock Monday they plan
to file a last-ditch appeal with
Associate Vice President of
Student Life Jerry Brewer
this week. They are waiting
on an official written opinion
f rom t he Const it ut ional
Council before writing their
appeal.
The written decision from
the council is due by 5 p.m.
Friday but will likely be filed
before then.
SG officials say run-off
results between Taylor Cain
and Steve Vereen will still
be announced Tuesday night

2010 Softball Preview
USC coach Joyce
Compton hopes to see
an improvement in the
Gamecocks’ consistency
as they face the 49ers.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.
sc.edu

Courtesy of the College of Engineering and Computing

USC President Harris Pastides, right, with high school students visiting Swearingen Engineering
Center Monday to prepare for the “Breakaway” robotics competition.

See page 9

Robots bring
youth to USC
That’s Entertainment!
Te r m i n a t e d s t u d e n t
discounts and shortened
matinees may force vital
age group away from
movie theaters and
toward Internet piracy.

See page 6

Uncaging the Danimal
The new
Credit
CARD Act
creates
doublestandard,
protects
young
people from Dan Solley
Fourth-year
the wrong
pre-law
predators.
student

Marjorie Spruill
History professor receives
$50,000 fellowship
Sara Hartley

Students mentor high schoolers
interested in engineering

STAFF WRITER

Taylor Cheney
STAFF WRITER

Optimus Prime has nothing on these kids.
Two robotics teams from Richland School
District One, a combination of Dreher High
School and Lower Richland High School and a
team from W.J. Keenan High School, came to the
Swearingen Engineering Center Monday to flaunt
the mechanical creations that took them six weeks
to build.
Their goal was simple for this year’s “Breakaway”
competition: Build robots that can kick a soccer ball
and maneuver up and over large obstacles.
The robots played with USC President Harris
Courtesy of the College of Engineering and Computing
Pastides, who visited the teams.
Teams from Dreher, Lower Richland and
“I love to see USC reaching out into the W.J. Keenan high schools spent six weeks
community,” he said. “Even though some of these building their competition robots.
Robots ● 2

To Marjorie Spruill the formation of today’s polarized
political culture and heated partisanship can be explained
and understood by the women’s rights movement of the
1970s.
The USC history professor recently received a prestigious
fellowship from the National Endowment for the Humanities
to complete her book “Women’s Rights, Family Values, and
the Polarization of American Politics.”
“This will give me time to write,” Spruill said of the
$50,000 award. “I have been working on this project for a
long time, gathering information.”
Spruill teaches U.S. history and women’s history at USC,
but the fellowship will allow her to spend the 2010-11
academic year writing.
“This is one of the most prestigious grants a historian can
receive,” Lacy Ford, chairman of the history department said
in a press release. “Selections are made from an intensely
competitive national pool of applicants.”
The purpose of the book is to explain how our partisan
Spruill ● 3
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Mix

inside the Russell House.
Should Allison be reinstated
by Brewer, there will be a
new election before spring
break bet ween Cain and
Allison.
Allison was first
disqualified by the Elections
Commission last Tuesday
for elections fraud inside a
chapter meeting of Alpha
D e lt a P i s or o r it y . T he
C on st it ut ion a l C ou nc i l
u nan imously upheld t he
decision of the commission
during a hearing Sunday
night.
In 2007, Brewer reversed
a decision by the Elections
Commission to disqualify
treasurer candidate Alesha
Brown for elections fraud. In
the next run-off, Brown won
the election.

(803) 777-3914
(803) 777-7726
(803) 777-7182
(803) 576-6172

Parrotheads from all around will converge on the Colonial Life Arena Tuesday night
for Jimmy Buffett.
The 8 p.m. concert, part of Buffett’s “Summerzcool” tour, is sold out. Buffett has
captured audiences of all ages with his laid-back music and chain of Margaritaville
restaurants and will likely bring a large contingent of Hawaiian shirts to downtown
Columbia.
University officials are expecting a large influx of traffic and have set up a special
parking plan for the concert.

Women’s Golf

According to a university press release, two surface lots behind the Carolina Coliseum
will be available for parking and tailgating. Cars that arrive before 5 p.m. will be charged
$20. After 5 p.m, the price will drop to $10.

USC continues play in the
Central District Invitational
in Parrish, Fla.

RVs can park in designated lots and at the Palmetto Compress at the corner of Devine
and Pulaski streets. The price is $20 per space.

www.DailyGamecock.com

Tents and gas grills are allowed. Charcoal grills will not be permitted.
The Discovery Plaza garage will also be available for only parking. The price for the
garage is identical to the price of the surface lots.
— Josh Dawsey, Assistant News Editor
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Reginald Lloyd
First black U.S. Attorney For District of S.C.
First African American
to hold prestigious position
in more than 100 years in SC
Kristyn Winch
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Reginald “Reggie” Lloyd always knew he
wanted to pursue a career in the legal field.
From a very young age, Lloyd knew what
he wanted to do and he surrounded himself
with people who were encouraging and able
to help him achieve his goals.
“I didn’t come from a family of lawyers, but
they always supported me,” Lloyd said.
He gained support and leadership skills
from teachers from the elementary level up
through the end of his education and even
after beginning his career.
“Sometimes you need somebody to help
and give benefits of experience, even after
beginning your career,” Lloyd said.

Lloyd is a South Carolina native and was
born in Kershaw County. He received a
Bachelor of Arts from Winthrop College in
1989 and a Juris Doctor from the University of
South Carolina School of Law in 1993. Lloyd
was involved in several student organizations
at Winthrop and USC, and his activities
included being a member of the Craven
Constitutional Law Moot Court Team and
serving as Chief Justice of the University of
South Carolina Moot Court Bar.
Lloyd attributes a great deal of his success
to the education he received through the
USC School of Law.
“USC law school gives (students) exposure
to a number of disciplines connected through
law,” Lloyd said.
During his time as a student, Lloyd said
that the USC law school provided a great deal
of real-world experience to students, both
on-campus and off. He cited practice with
lawyers and visits from federal judges as part
of his experience.
“The school is small enough that alumni

and others want to interact with students,”
Lloyd said. He also mentioned that students
from other schools around the country came
to see special guests speak at the USC School
of Law.
On February 14, 2008, Lloyd was confirmed
by the Senate of South Carolina as Director
of the South Carolina Law Enforcement
Division. Prior to holding this position, Lloyd
served as the United States Attorney for
the District of South Carolina, which is the
state’s highest ranking federal prosecutor. He
was the first African American to hold this
position in more than 100 years.
Lloyd never aimed to become the first to
hold this position, so he never imagined he
would ever have this job.
“Being the first to do something is not
really something you think about,” Lloyd
said. “It’s certainly an honor, but as far as
breaking down [racial] barriers, others in the
past had it harder.”
In addition to working for SLED, Lloyd
has been involved in many communit y
organizations. During 1994-1995, he served
on the Kershaw County Council. Lloyd has
also served on the EdVenture Children’s
Museum Board of Directors , R ichland
County Guardian Ad Litem Project Board
of Directors , Trustus Theatre Board of
Directors, and Kershaw County United Way
Board of Directors.
Lloyd currently resides in Kershaw County
and is married with one child.
Lloyd offered some advice to young people

Robotics ● Continued from 1

Courtesy of the College of Engineering and Computing

The robotics competition exposes the competitors to USC’s engineering
program while promoting the importance of science and technology.

students may or may not be going to Carolina, it’s good
to excite them about something.”
It’s been a long but rewarding six weeks for the
students, who partnered with USC students to build the
robots. In addition to mentoring students in mechanical
engineering, it’s good exposure for USC to convince
the brightest students in the Midlands to stay nearby for
college.
“We hope to recruit students, expose them to the
programs so they will hopefully decide to come to USC,”
said Jennifer Illian, outreach coordinator for the College
of Engineering and Computing.
Now, the teams will ship their products to Louisiana
for a regional competition with students participating
from all over the United States as well as Brazil. The high
schools have been working closely with undergraduate
and graduate mechanical engineering students from
the university to better prepare themselves for the
competition and spend time on campus.
As a supporter of robotics, USC is one of many
collegiate sponsors that embrace the importance of
science and technology on young minds. According to
their Web site, FIRST robotics students are 10 times as

Courtesy of SLED

The Senate appointed Lloyd as the director of
the South Carolina Law Enforcement Division.
for achieving success.
“Expose yourself to different people,
cultures, and experiences. Prepare yourself.
Yo u ne v e r k no w w he r e o r w he n a n
opportunity will come up.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

likely to have had an apprenticeship, internship or co-op
job in their freshman year and more than twice as likely
to volunteer in their communities.
W.J. Keenan High School senior Antuan Parson is now
in his fourth year of the competition and contributed
to their acceptance of the most prestigious honor, the
Chairman’s Award in 2008. As the builder and driver of
the operation, Parson also works with the wiring.
“Last night we were working till 3 a.m.,” Parson
said. “It’s gonna be a big hustle to the competition in
Louisiana.”
Another student competing is Dreher High School
sophomore James Montes, who is the “brains” behind the
operation.
“I wrote the code for our robot which controls its brain
by using a C++ language, which is not the most common
but easy to use,” Montes said.
Elvionna Belin-White, a teacher and mentor for Lower
Richland High School pre-engineering program has
assisted her students in their robotic endeavor. BeltonWhite said her goal was to prepare the students with basic
knowledge so they’ll gain confidence and stay safe.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

LOCAL & WORLD NEWS
LOCAL

SC man brutally murders mother with sword
A South Carolina man killed his mother with a sword after the two argued late Sunday
night in the home they shared in a rural hamlet, police said.
Laura Ferrante, 51, was cut several times with the sword in her modest one-story home in
the rural Brown’s Ferry community about 10 miles northwest of Georgetown on the South
Carolina coast. The fatal wound was a large slash to her neck and head, authorities said
Monday.
A neighbor called police after Ferrante’s adult daughter found her bleeding on the floor
and ran to a neighbor’s home, saying her brother had driven away, said Georgetown County
Sheriff’s spokesman Lt. Neil Johnson.
An officer later saw the car in Georgetown and pulled over 29-year-old Jonathan Maurice
White, who was arrested and charged with murder, Johnson said. He wouldn’t say what type
of sword was used and said investigators haven’t determined what they were arguing about.

NATIONAL

Gen. Odierno suggests alternative plan in Iraq
WASHINGTON — The top U.S. general in Iraq said Monday he could slow the exit of
U.S. combat forces this year if Iraq’s politics are chaotic following elections this spring.
Gen. Ray Odierno said there are no signs that will be necessary, but he says he has a Plan
B and told his superiors about it during Washington meetings over the past week.
The U.S. has about 96,000 troops in Iraq nearly seven years after the American-led
invasion that overthrew dictator Saddam Hussein. That’s the lowest number of American
forces in the country since the invasion.
Under an agreement negotiated under former President George W. Bush, all combat
troops are to leave the country by Aug. 31 although some 50,000 will remain behind to help
train Iraqi security forces. The remaining support troops are to be gone by the end of 2011.
“If you ask me today, I’m fully committed and that’s the right course of action,” Odierno
told reporters at the Pentagon.
However, he noted earlier, “if something happens” between now and late spring — such
as problems with the formation of the new Iraqi government following elections next month
— the U.S. could slow down the rate of deployments.

INTERNATIONAL

Police halt food and water deliveries to Haiti
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — Homeless victims of Haiti’s earthquake said Monday that
police are halting deliveries of food and water to try to force them to leave their camp on the
grounds of the prime minister’s office.
Police padlocked the main gate to the hillside camp, where about 2,500 homeless people
live under bed sheets and tarps propped on sticks on the sloping hill leading to the office.
Stinking garbage with swarms of flies was being allowed to pile up and portable latrines were
filled, camp residents complained.
Witnesses said police beat 22-year-old Dalida Jeanty after she picked up a broom to sweep
around her tent. “They called her and she did not come so they beat her,” said her cousin,
Alix Jeanty.
He was among the friends and relatives who carried the woman down the hill, where U.N.
peacekeepers from Chile and India arranged for her to be taken to the hospital.
A police officer guarding the gate to the prime minister’s office refused to give his name
or comment on the alleged beating.

— The Associated Press

Spruill ● Continued from 1
political climate developed,
and Spruill thinks it can be
traced back to the debates
of the women’s rights era.
She focuses specifically on
the women’s rights advocates
and the conservatives who
challenged them.
Much of t he conf l ict
stems f rom disagreement
over t he E qua l R ight s
A mendment . Spr uill said
Congress approved this at
the beginning of the 1970s,
but the amendment fell three
states short of being ratified.
“ It w a s a v e r y s i mple
st atement t h at men a nd
women would have equal
rights in the U.S.,” Spruill
said. “It did not spell out what
it would do; it established a
principle.”
T he l aw ne ver p a s s e d
because it was interpreted
differently by activists and
conservatives and grew into a
large political debate.
“At the heart of the matter
was the belief of the feminists
that gender differences should
not be determined by the
government,” Spruill said.
Conservatives, however,
were concerned that the law
would take away women’s
traditional privileges, like the
right to be supported by their
husbands, and affect issues
such as abortion rights and
gay marriage.
This backlash against the
women’s rights movement
took the form of the profamily movement, Spruill said.
Made up of conservatives, this
side felt the women’s rights
movement would destroy the
traditional patriarchal family.
“W hen personal issues
become polit ical and
a r e i n f u s e d w it h mo r a l
significance, people on both
sides find it more difficult to
compromise,” Spruill said,
explaining that politicians are
now highly partisan because
moral issues are at stake.
Spruill has been researching
her book for about 10 years,
including a year at Harvard
after she received a fellowship
for Radcliffe Institute for
Advanced Study for 20062007, a press release said. She
has visited several archives
and conducted inter views
with women’s rights advocates
as well as former President
Jimmy Carter and his wife
Rosalynn Carter.
“I was very interested in
their role in the story,” Spruill
said. “He and Mrs. Carter
ca red a g reat dea l about
women’s right s a nd were
passionate supporters of the
equal rights amendment.”
Spruill has already
published books on women’s
histor y and most recently
h a s b e e n w o r k i n g w it h
Valinda Littlefield of USC
a nd Joa n Ma r ie Joh nson
of Nor t hea ster n I l l i nois
University to publish a threevolume antholog y, “South
Ca rol i na Women: T hei r
Lives & Times,” the press
release said . The first and
second volumes have been
published and the third is in
progress.
Having previously taught
at the University of Southern
Mississippi and Vanderbilt
University, Spruill came to
USC when she was offered a
position in 2004. Her husband
Don Doyle also came here at
the same time and teaches
history as well.
“The history department
here is strong and well-known
and has a lot of strengths in
southern histor y,” Spruill
said.
Spruill has won several
awards for her teaching and
research. She is currently
work ing wit h st udents to
build an archive for women’s
history in the state and their
findings will become part
of t he Sout h Caroliniana
Library.
“I love teaching at USC,”
Spruill said. “I really enjoy
working with the students
here a nd pre ser v i ng t he
h i s t o r y of t he w o m e n’s
movement in South Carolina.”

Comments on this story?
E- m a i l s a g c k n ew @m a i l b ox.
sc.edu

Courtesy of Marjorie Spruill

The grant enables Spruill to finish her book “Women’s Rights,
Family Values and the Polarization of American Politics”.
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Bill to end rape, incest related abortions
Legislation halting
state funding passes
House budget panel
Jim Davenport
The Associated Press

Sout h Carolina would
cease state health insurance
payments for abortions for
victims of rape or incest
under a measure approved
Monday by a House budget
panel.
State Rep. Rex Rice, an
Easley Republican, said his
proposal was more about
ph i losophy t ha n sav i ng
the state money in a tough
budget year.
“This is basically saying
that we cannot afford to
fund any abortions in the
st ate hea lt h pla n,” R ice
said as he introduced the
measure. He was pressed
for how much that
would save as legislators
scrambled to come up with
cash to balance the budget.
“I don’t have any idea,”
Rice said. But “I don’t think
we ought to be funding any
abortions.”
State law now provides
exceptions for rape, incest
and to protect the health
of a mother. But that would
end, at least for a year, if
Rice’s measure became part
of the state’s budget law.

FREE

It left Democrats on the
panel stunned.
House Minority Leader
Harry Ott said if his wife’s
doctor told her she’d have
to have an abortion or die,
“you would not want my
health insurance to do what
my doctor said was needed
in order to save my wife’s
life?”
“I don’t believe we ought
to be f u nding abort ions
with the state health plan,”
Rice responded.
T h e a m e n d m e nt w a s
adopted with a voice vote
but it s f ate i s f a r f rom
certain in the weeks ahead
that will shape the budget
in the House and Senate.
“That’s going to start a
fight,” state Rep. Joe Neal
of Hopkins said after the
meeting.
Neal noted Rice’s bid for
a U.S. House seat.
“Th is is more about
polit ics t han what’s best
for the people,” Neal said.
“You’re say ing a woman
must die if she can’t afford
to pay for it. ... I just think
that’s too extreme.”
Budget w riters are
dealing with other
extremes as well, including
plans to f urlough public
school educators and state
workers.
They approved a pla n
t hat lets school districts
furlough classroom
teachers for up to five days

CAR WASH
with any service

now used for training on
d ay s c h i ld ren a ren’t i n
class. Principals and other
staff members would have
up to 10 days of u npaid
leave. The combi nat ion
could save districts up to
$100 million.
Mea nwh i le, t he pa nel
approved dropping a
popular teacher training
i ncent ive. Teachers ca n
get $7,500 in year bonuses
by earning nat ional
certifications. The budget
committee agreed to end
t hat program for people
who haven’t applied by July
1, but people who already
have qualified will continue
to get t he yea rly bonu s
many districts match.
And the panel also gave
school districts permission
to drop drivers education
programs for a year.
But a l l s t at e work er s
wou ld feel t he f u rlough
pi nch. St ate Rep. M i ke
P it t s , R- L a u r e n s , w o n
approval for a proposal that
would require five furlough
days for all state workers.
Unlike teachers, however,
state workers would take
t heir u npa id t ime of f
during state holidays. Pitts
sa id h is proposal wou ld
save at least $4.6 million a
day.
Pitts said state workers
asked for that as a way of
sparing them from layoffs.
House Ways and Means
Committee Chairman Dan
Cooper, R-Piedmont, said
he’ll tell budget w riters
t o c o m e u p w it h $ 20 0
m illion in sav ings when
they resume work on the
spending plan Tuesday.

Online appointments:

www.suddethauto.com
“We take the worry out of your car care”

803-256-2110

|

1410 North Millwood Avenue

Cliff Owen / The Associated Press

A House budget panel approved a measure proposed by Rep. Rex Rice. The plan would end
state health insurance funding for health-related abortions or for victims of rape, incest.
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Drew Kirchhofer for SG
president, Taylor Cain
deserves vice presidency
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Properties using city
water should pay tax
Water, water everywhere, and, unless you join
the city, not a drop to drink.
Columbia has set its eye on the $267,000 in
annual property taxes it can gain from absorbing
over a score of properties outside its borders.
A round half of these properties have water
contracts that say they must join the cit y if
requested. The others don’t, but that doesn’t mean
C olu mbia c a n’t force
For too long them to. The landlord can
always shut off the water.
these “doughnut If these properties are
using cit y water, t hey
holes” have should have to pay city
plagued the city’s taxes. For too long these
“doughnut holes” have
budget.
plag ued t he d igest ive
tract of the city’s budget.
It is about time they are being closed. Columbia
needs money, and there is no crime in taking it
from those who owe it to you.
The $267,000 will be the price these properties
pay for the business and community that Columbia
residents provide.
According to Adam Beam’s article in Sunday’s
The State, “Columbia eyes several properties to
annex,” several owners of the properties without
water contracts intend to resist Columbia’s efforts.
Hopefully, Columbia will won’t give them a drop
... of sympathy.

UNCAGING THE DANIMAL

Life takes Visa, so does Obama
Credit CARD Act creates double standard
for military, credit recruiters
Up until yesterday, it was perfectly
acceptable and legal for anyone over the
age of 18 to risk life and limb serving in the
armed forces, face lengthy stints in prison
for committing certain crimes, hastily marry
“Mr. or Ms. Right” and obtain a credit card
for personal use. However, the latter is no
longer available — it is now impossible for
anyone under the age of 21 to sign up for a
credit card.
T h i s i s t h a n k s to Oba m a’s newly
implemented Credit Card Accountability
Responsibility and Disclosure Act of 2009
— an act which, among other things, aims to
protect the youth of America
f rom prey ing credit card
companies. While there is no
denying that a credit card can
be a very dangerous item for
an undergraduate student to
possess, it should not be up to
our government to protect us
Dan Solley from such an item.
Fourth-year
It is hard to believe that
pre-law student
the government can honestly
say Visa representatives are
trickier and more persistent than your local
Marine Corps recruiter. Those working for
major credit card companies may indeed try
to entice unsuspecting students to sign up for
a new card with free T-shirts and pizza, but
what about those gullible high school seniors
who are unsure where to turn following

graduation? You are sure to find a recruiter
for the armed forces nearby these hesitant
teenagers. Instead of a neat little T-shirt or
a few slices of pepperoni pizza, these guys
attempt to persuade and convince you to
enlist using perks such as several thousand
dollar bonuses, free college education or the
opportunity to travel the world. However,
they usually forget to mention that you may
go several years without seeing your family,
or the blood and gore, or that the areas you
are traveling to tend to be impoverished,
third world and war-torn countries.
Maybe our president, who possesses a
fancy little Nobel Peace Prize, can stop
wasting time on frivolous matters and do
some real work. After over one year in office,
Obama has done little more than place our
nation further in debt and keep kids from
obtaining credit until a later age. These same
kids are subject to the manipulative tactics
of recruiters who are like any other run-ofthe-mill salesmen: they, too, have a quota to
reach each month.
While I do not doubt that a majority of
our remarkable military consists of soldiers
who enlisted out of passion and true desire, a
significant percentage has been swindled into
joining. The same goes for the credit holders
of America — a large majority responsibly
uses its cards when necessary. Our president
is wasting time and money focusing on the
small percentage that gets a little trigger
happy. I challenge Obama to protect lives
rather than credit scores — enact a bill that
puts restrictions on our military recruiters
and let Visa continue to pass out free food.

O’Donnell, Garofalo air unfounded attacks
Two personalities levy uninformed
insults at undeserving individuals,
organizations on ‘Rosie Radio’
Political chaos ensued last week when two of
America’s fi nest and most upstanding citizens,
TV personality-gone-wrong Rosie O’Donnell
and her only friend who is also t he most
reputable political analyst she knows, D-list
comedian and so-called political activist Janeane
Garofalo , decided to share their insightful
wisdom and understanding of politics as they
bashed FOX News personalities and other
prominent conservatives on O’Donnell’s radio
show “Rosie Radio.” Yes, there was actually
someone brainless enough to give O’Donnell
her own radio show.
T he t wo qu ick ly proceeded to t h row
rational judgment out the window. Along with
personally attacking Elisabeth Hasselbeck for
her religious beliefs, Garofalo decided to display
her obvious maturity by calling the “Fox &
Friends” cast “douchebags.” O’Donnell and
Garofalo also claimed that all “right-wingers”

were elitist and accused them of having double
standards.
Phew! That sure is a lot of trash talking
for five minutes worth of radio. Good thing
O’Donnell’s only listeners are hippies and
people that thought “Fahrenheit 911” was a
good movie. Garofalo called Hasselbeck an
anti-intellectual and claimed people like her
were close-minded and intolerant of others .
However, as Garofalo perfectly
proved, it seems as though she is
the only one spewing intolerance.
O’Donnell and Garofalo resorted
to personal attacks and dubious
claims about conservatives from
lack of reasonable reciprocation.
As far as calling conservatives
Chelsey
elit ists w it h double standards,
Seidel
Second-year
surely these t wo are forgetting
print journalism
t heir endearing leader Obama
student
who is the elitist politician of all.
But let’s remember who is making
these ridiculous accusations. Garofalo has a
history of making preposterous claims. Last
year on “Countdown with Keith Olbermann,”
Garofalo once again proved capable of being a

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us
know about it. E-mail sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will print the
correction in our next issue.

Respectfully,
Alex Stroman
Student Body Vice President

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

spokesperson for liberals when she called Tea
Party-goers “a bunch of teabagging rednecks,”
and added “this is about hating a black man in
the White House. This is racism straight up.”
How does anyone even allow this woman to
appear on television? First, thank you Janeane
Garofalo for using slang when appearing on
national television because, as a college student,
I am often incapable of using or understanding
proper grammar. So mad props to you, straight
up.
Secondly, people ever y where should be
appalled at her lack of knowledge on any subject
relating to politics. Of course, it would be easy
to play the race card and accuse conservatives
of hating Obama because he is black. It would
have nothing to do with his socialist attitude
toward government or the fact that his $787
billion stimulus package has done nothing more
than create superficial jobs that will not be able
to sustain themselves once the money is gone.
Rosie O’Donnell and Janeane Garofalo
should stick to Nickelodeon K ids’ Choice
Awards and bad stand-up comedy shows on
late-night television and leave anything that
requires brainpower to someone else.

A s c u r rent st udent
body vice president at the
University, I understand
the type of people it takes
t o a r t ic u l at e a v i s io n
on behalf of students at
Carolina. A lthough my
ow n campaig n did not
work out quite the way we
wanted it to, I am proud
that in a crowded race our
vision of a better Carolina
was well represented.
I have always fought
for what I believed in at
Carolina — it may not
have been the most popular
thing with the insiders in
student government, but I
never stopped working for
students. There remains
a great field of candidates
f o r o f f i c e i n t o d a y ’s
runoffs, and I have worked
with each one of them.
However, when I log on
to VIP to vote, I plan to
cast my ballot for Taylor
Cain for vice president,
and Drew Kirchhofer for
president.
Ta y l o r C a i n w a s
my r u n n i ng mate t h is
year — something that
we at tempted to do to
help make our vision for
Carolina work. She is one
of the most humble, caring
and hard-working people
I have ever encountered
in my life. Taylor w ill
continue working as she
a lway s h a s i n s t udent
government — not as an
insider in the organization,
but someone who will come
up wit h init iat ives like
redoing Cocky’s Caravan
and making advisement
reform attainable. I ask you
to support Taylor in her
race.
D re w K i r c h hof er i s
someone who also cares
about Carolina. He has
work e d h a rd t o m a k e
Student Government work
for students. He has helped
lead the team to get the
Carolina Card off campus,
and has a vision that will
work for all students. Drew
is the candidate who can
sit down with the board
of trustees and articulate
what students at Carolina
want and need. He will be
taken seriously when he sits
down with the politicians
and administrators who
lead our university.
It has been an honor
to serve as your SG Vice
President. If you would
like to continue making
student government work
again for students, please
join me in casting your
vote for Taylor Cain for
SG Vice President and
Drew Kirchhoffer for SG
President today on VIP.
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“Take everything you like seriously,
except yourselves.”
— Rudyard Kipling
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Theaters at fault for shift to piracy

Cinemas drop discounts,
matinees, alienate demographic
crucial to survival
Jimmy Gilmore
THE MIX EDITOR

The movie industry claims it wants to
stop Internet piracy. Several years ago,
studio and theater analysts decided the
reason t icket sales began to slump in
several crucial money-making weeks was,
simply, Internet piracy. Nothing to do with
the quality, nothing to do with infl ation
or poor marketing — the fault was the
laziness of the 18-30 age demographic
who essentially “stole” from hardworking
fi lmmakers by watching a video online.
In 2009, Hollywood rode an upswing,
posting record numbers of ticket sales
and grosses. A ll told, last year was the
industry’s most successful year ever. Those
same analysts who questioned if audiences
would keep going to theaters just a few
years ago suddenly rejoiced, claiming it’s
a sure sign that people are headed back to
stadium seating in droves.

I t ’s a s h a m e t h e n t h a t R e g a l
Entertainment Group is leading the charge
in threatening to undo this newfound
success. W it h a ha ndf u l of tent-pole
blockbusters, movies that studios firmly
believe will make boatloads of money by
being marketed as “must-see events,” in
the works for the fi rst half of 2010, Regal
and other big-name corporate theaters are
instigating several practices that may send
the 18-30 demographic back to the Web
for their fi lm fi x.
Several mont hs ago, Regal Cinemas
made the decision to eliminate student
discounts on Friday and Saturday. This
means that students, who just a year ago
enjoyed their two dollar discount at new
releases, are paying $9.50 (or more) at their
most likely time to go to the movies: the
two weekend evenings.
Sure, on a corporate level this decision
has a level of logic. College students will
go see “Avatar” anyway; they’ll pay the
extra fees no questions asked and have a
great night at the movies.
But practically, it looks like a scheme
to capitalize on increased ticket sales.
It’s one thing for a theater to not have
student discounts at all, it’s another thing

to remove discounts on only Friday and
Saturday, the two most profitable nights
for any theater.
So then why not just go earlier in the
day? Get a reduced price at a 4:30 matinee
a nd get d i n ner af ter wards i nstead of
before? That would work, except these
theater chains are also trying to get rid of
matinees.
Regal Cinemas and A MC are just two
chains who are gradually eroding the idea
of an afternoon matinee. At the former,
matinees end at three in the afternoon.
Most theaters traditionally end matinees
at five or six, clearly dividing reduced price
“afternoon” and larger-draw “evening”
shows.
Taken together, these new practices are
a remarkable one-two punch to drive up
revenue and exploit one of Hollywood’s
m o s t s u c c e s s f u l m o m e nt s . G e t r i d
of discounts, push evening prices into
afternoon shows and watch the money roll
in.
Most unsuspecting spectators won’t even
know what hit them, but if they really want
to see “Shutter Island,” they’ll just have to
fork out those ten dollars. Or they could
scour the Internet for a low quality video

someone shot in a theater.
The t roubling paradox here is t hat
Hollywood makes it their mission to get
the 18-30 year old demographic into the
t heater as often as possible, but t hese
theater chains are creating practices that
isolate the very same demographic.
The very concept of a student discount
is creating an incentive to get more people
to come see a movie. If more chains follow
Regal’s sly practices, studios will once
again wonder why turnouts are in decline.
If the theaters are so deluded as to believe
they are the only ones who provide access
to films, and therefore can charge whatever
t hey want and use any pract ices t hey
want, they should reconsider how they’re
competing not only against each other, but
the DVD market and the Internet.
The digital age has redefined how we
watch movies, and not only because of
special effects. Theaters are no longer
the sole place to experience a film, and
these theaters certainly aren’t making a
case for their continued survival. That’s
Entertainment.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu

‘Love’ perfect mix of modern, ‘80s style
Angels & Airwaves’ new ‘Space Rock’
grounded by strong guitar, piano
Colin Campbell
STAFF WRITER

Love
Angels & Airwaves
★ ★ ★ ★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩

Delayed due to his old band, Blink 182, going back on
tour, Tom DeLonge, along with the other members of
his band, Angel & Airwaves, released their third studio
album, entitled “Love,” (ironically enough) on Valentine’s
Day this year. Like their debut album “We Don’t Need
to Whisper,” “Love” is laden with ‘80s-style effects made
modern with keyboards and mixing techniques while still
maintaining an emo, punk-rock flavor. It follows, then,
that the band has been categorized under the Pink Floydinspired subgenre of “Space Rock.”
Angels & Airwaves released the album online for free
download on the band’s Web site, offering fans an option
to donate: “This album is free for you. If you like it and
want to put some money towards it, we’d be grateful
for your support.” DeLonge told Billboard.com in an
interview last summer that the decision to do this resulted
from corporate underwriting.
“Love” was planned to be released w it h a mov ie
counterpart, a spacey science-fiction with the same title.
The trailer, also available on the band’s Web site, cuts
between a few different scenes: an astronaut all alone in
space and a World War II soldier being put to the test,
among others.
A narrator injects questions during the different clips,
evidencing the focus on human nature and desires, on
questions of morality and beliefs: “When all that is left
is a simple shadow, what will we want it to say? Will it
contain the colors of our dreams? Or just the darkness
of our fears? Will it speak with the last sorrows we found
in our short time here or divulge our simple desire to
smile?”
The f ilm, like its musical cou nterpart, has been
repeatedly pushed back, and is reported to be premiering
later on this year.
The music, in both the album and film, gives off,

from the fi rst notes of opening instrumental “Et Ducit
Mundum Per Luce” (Latin for “He Leads the World
by Light”) a U2 tone, overloaded w it h organs and
synthesizers as well as delayed guitar. Angels & Airwaves
brings its own attitude to this classic sound with swells
of emotion culminating in crescendos in songs like “The
Flight of Apollo.”
A not her upbeat t une, “Epic Holiday” starts wit h
synthesizer and drums and slowly phases in the guitar
and bass, then drops everything except for the drums
and bass for the verse. This gives DeLonge a chance to
practically throw down punk lyrics like a gauntlet in his
recognizable Blink-182 rebellious voice, reminiscent of
Billy Joe Armstrong of Green Day. Finally, everything
surges together at once as he proclaims in the fast paced
chorus: “Let’s start a riot/ Nobody’s right/ Nobody’s
wrong/ Life’s just a game/ It’s just one epic holiday.”
However, Angels & Airwaves’ music is by no means
limited by this synthesized, computer-mixed sound.
In “Young London,” the guitar line is a high pitched,

distorted, fast-paced run that could be something right
out of an AC/DC or Foo Fighters song. However, the
band’s forte lies in the delay effect. They use it to great
success, giving the album an echoing, extra-terrestrial
feel even when occasionally grounded by harsh piano,
rock guitar riffs and thumping drumming.
One of the major strengths of “Love” is its ability to
stay true and carry on through thick and thin. All puns
aside, the songs blend right into one another; it was
engineered well and rarely stops between tracks. In many
instances, the synthesizer and organs are used extensively
to overlap the gap between one song and another.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu

Courtesy of Rawshoe.co.uk

Angels & Airwaves’ third studio album adds its own spin on a classic sounds with swelling crescendos and emotions.
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‘VI’ sees death as next great adventure
Johnny Cash’s posthumous
album bids final farewell
Greg Kot
MCT Campus

Courtesy of Mopo.ca

“Ain’t No Grave” composed of songs from Cash’s final sessions.

In t he f inal decade of his life,
Johnny Cash revived his career by
collaborating with producer Rick
Rubin on a series of recordings that
yielded five studio albums and a box
set — one of the great fi nal chapters
authored by any pop icon in the last
half-century.
Now, more than six years after
Cash’s death in 2003, 10 additional
songs from those sessions have been
collected on “American VI: Ain’t No
Grave” (American Recordings/Lost
Highway, 3 1/2 stars). Skepticism is in
order, given that the legacies of artists
from Elvis Presley to Tupac Shakur
have been marred by countless illconsidered posthumous releases.
That is not the case with “VI.” Cash
was determined to record as much as
possible soon after the love of his life,
June Carter Cash, died in May 2003.
Over the next four months until
his death in September, the singer
hunkered down with Rubin at Cash’s
home studio in Tennessee, working
against time and his own declining
health. Rubin helped make Cash
relevant again in the ‘90s by serving as
a low-key cheerleader and facilitator; he
helped pick the songs and the musicians
f or e ac h of C a s h’s “A mer ic a n”

recordings. He recorded Cash in
small-group settings, an approach that
only enhanced the singer’s gravelly
conviction.
On his last recordings, Cash wore
his mortality like one of his black suits,
with a comfortable dignity.
In the traditions he grew up with
— country, gospel, blues — death
was a subject that came up frequently,
serious yet matter of fact. It cloaked
Cash’s first posthumous studio album,
the 2006 release “A merican V: A
Hundred Highways.” That record was
a difficult listen; his voice sounded
like a sh ipw reck , echoing Billie
Holiday’s audible deterioration on her
penultimate album, “Lady in Satin”
or the ravaged croon of jazz trumpeter
Chet Baker in his final years.
Death remains the big subject on
“VI,” and Rubin magnifies the drama.
But Cash’s voice isn’t particularly
morbid or self-pitying. Instead, it’s
tinged by longing — not for what he’s
leaving behind, but for what’s next.
Just as he explored new sounds until
the day he died, Cash paints death not
as an end, but as the start of his next
road trip.
The title track that opens “Ain’t No
Grave” was originally a gospel rave-up
recorded by the Pentecostal preacher
Claude Ely in 1953. In Cash’s version,
a spectral organ hovers and a bell tolls,
as if announcing the violent climax of a
Sergio Leone Western, and the drums
trudge like a dead man walking. It’s
all meant to suggest that for Cash, the
term “eternal rest” will be anything

but.
In songs such as Tom Paxton’s
“Where I’m Bound” and especially
Sheryl Crow’s “Redemption Day,”
Cash amplifies his restlessness. The
chug of Crow’s original is cut to a
crawl, with earthly turmoil juxtaposed
with what’s in store at “heaven’s gate.”
“Freedom ... freedom ... freedom,”
Cash mutters as the song fades, as if
removing unseen shackles.
As the album winds down, Cash
t urns posit ively psychedelic: his
music sounds like it was made in a
semiconscious state, blurring the
lines bet ween t he temporal a nd
spiritual. He drifts into reveries such
as Ed McCurdy’s protest classic “Last
Night I Had the Strangest Dream,”
t r a n s f or me d i nt o a t w i n k l i n g,
narcotized lullaby that imagines a
world without war. The old country hit
“Cool Water” centers on a mirage, the
narrator stumbling through the desert
with a thirst that can’t be quenched.
The sole original, Cash’s chamber-pop
interpretation of the biblical passage “I
Corinthians 15:55” fi nds him tracing
a path through darkness toward the
white light of redemption.
He bids farewell with a 19th century
Hawaiian song, “Aloha Oe.” Elvis
Presley recorded a souped-up version
of it for his 1961 movie “Blue Hawaii.”
But Cash just rides the gentle melody
over a bottleneck guitar, as if he were
swinging in a hammock with a bottle
of rum, biding his time until the next
great adventure comes along.
What a way to go.

Polanski’s newest film continues legacy
‘Ghost Writer’ recalls callous, daring wit
of director’s early thrillers
Christopher Kelly
MCT Campus

Roman Polanski’s terrific new thriller “The Ghost Writer”
deftly reminds us what has long made the director so effective,
in movies like “Repulsion” (1965), “Rosemary’s Baby” (1969)
and “Chinatown” (1974): his singular knack for taking pulp and
transforming it into tense, paranoid drama.
Based on a 2007 Robert Harris novel, the story follows a
writer known only as The Ghost (Ewan McGregor) who is
hired to rewrite the political memoirs of the former British
prime minister (a nicely shifty Pierce Brosnan). The previous
ghost writer committed suicide — or so it was said — on a Cape
Cod ferry boat.
A more cautious man might walk away from the scenario,
which sounds too much good to be true — a quarter-million
dollars for just four weeks worth of work. But we’re deep in
Polanski territory, a world where good people are inexorably
drawn into nightmarish circumstances. The Ghost quickly
hops a plane to Massachusetts, where the prime minister is
holed up.
“The Ghost Writer” was filmed before the director’s most
recent spate of legal troubles (though editing was reportedly
completed at the Swiss chalet where he is currently under house
arrest). Like many of Polanski’s pictures, most notoriously his
baroque and bloody “Macbeth” (1971), his first film after the
murder of his wife Sharon Tate by Charles Manson, this new
effort invites an autobiographical scrutiny that Polanski may or
may not have intended.
As The Ghost arrives as the sterile, modernist mansion, and
finds himself locked in a room with the manuscript — which is
apparently so explosive that it is kept in a safe — the film turns
into a fascinating meditation on the notion of exile.
The Prime Minister, it turns out, is about to come under
investigation by the Hague for possible war crimes: it’s alleged
that he arranged for the kidnapping of four British citizens and
then allowed them to be waterboarded by the CIA. If he returns
to England, he might be arrested. The Ghost is supposed to be

pinning him down for extensive interviews. But he fi nds his
attentions diverted, first by the politician’s steely wife (Olivia
Williams) and then by his discovery of an old photograph of a
well-known university professor (Jim Broadbent), who is said to
have connections to the CIA.
Part of the treat of “The Ghost Writer,” which also features
a terrific Kim Cattrall as the Prime Minister’s protective
secretary, is that it’s not entirely clear with whom Polanski
identifies: the paranoid writer/artist who feels the walls are
closing in around him; or the smooth operator politician who
fears that he might never be able to return home.
Then again, maybe the joke is on the audience, and all this
pseudo-autobiography is just a means by which Polanski can
slyly misdirect us from the real matters at hand. As the clues
stack up, it’s clear that some sort of grave international crime
has been committed — oh, and that the previous ghost writer
on the project didn’t commit suicide — but Polanski and Harris
(who co-wrote the screenplay adaptation) always manage to stay
one teasing step ahead of the audience.
“The Ghost Writer” doesn’t quite have the emotional punch
of Polanski’s most paranoid classics — perhaps because the
character of The Ghost remains a little too vaguely defined.
McGregor is solid as a figure whose eyes are steadily opened to
evildoing, but the screenplay never allows us to fully understand
what’s going on inside his head. When he turns into a crusader
in the final stretch, we don’t entirely buy his actions.
That said, the movie burns with so much st yle and
sophisticated technique that you’ll be more than willing to
forgive this shortcoming. Photographed by Pawel Edelman
(who was nominated for the Oscar for Polanski’s “The Pianist”),
the first half of the movie is shot in overcast grays and sterile
whites. But the proceedings turn literally darker — some of the
climactic exchanges are in near blackness, à la Gordon Willis’
famously murky cinematography in “The Godfather.”
And after taking such a somber turn with “The Pianist”
(2002), it’s wonderful to see Polanski display some of the
brazen, merciless wit of his early thrillers, such as “Knife in
the Water” (1962) and “The Fearless Vampire Killers” (1967).
“The Ghost Writer” ends with one of the most wicked shots
in recent memory, a brutal final twist that sends hundreds of
manuscript pages fluttering in the London wind and that alters
our understanding of everything that has happened until then.

Courtesy of Filmschoolrejects.com

“The Ghost Writer” tells the story of The Ghost, a writer
who becomes involved in things greater than himself.
You may not be able to stomach the man’s past misdeeds and
his present legal troubles, but this movie confirms the plain fact
that Polanksi is one of the very greatest filmmakers alive.
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Calendar of Events
SPORTS SCHEDULE

What: Ring Week
When: Russell House Lobby
Where: 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Women’s Golf
Central District Invitational
Today
Parrish, Fla.
All day

What: Girls Bible Study
When: RH 304
Where: 8 a.m. - 10 a.m.
What: Beta Theta Pi

Recruitment
Where: Greene Street
When: 10 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
What: Waverly Center Volunteer

Meeting

When: 6 p.m.
Where: RH 303
What: AAAS General Assembly
When: 6 p.m.
Where: RH Theatre

Softball
Charlotte
Tomorrow
4 p.m.
Beckham Field
Women’s Tennis
Wednesday
College of Charleston
2 p.m.
Maxcy Gregg Courts

What: WUSC Training Meeting
When: 8 p.m.
Where: RH 305

The Scene

Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

JIMMY BUFFETT “SUMMERZCOOL TOUR”
8 p.m., $38 to $128
Colonial Life Arena, 801 Lincoln St.

TODAY

Spurned ◆ By Jarad Greene

TOMORROW

ACOUSTIC CAFE
9:30 p.m., free
Russell House Bookstore Cafe

LOS ABRAZOS ROTOS (BROKEN EMBRACES)
3 and 8 p.m., $7
The Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

MURDER MEDIA, BIG ATTACK, PROM KING
COBRA, BLACK DEATH ALL-STARS
7:30 p.m., $5
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

S-TRIBE WITH JOSH MCCAA AND NIKKI LEE
8 p.m., $7
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.

CLAFLIN UNIVERSITY FACULTY CONCERT
7 p.m., $5
Columbia Museum of Art, 1515 Main St.

NEW MUSIC NIGHT WITH PITY RALLY, THE
ENEMY LOVERS, SHEEM ONE, SING SING 76,
THE FIERCE Pursuit and TBA
6 p.m., $5 over 21, $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

02/23/10

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=
ARIES Share a musical
ex per ience w it h f r iends.
Relax in the comfort of a
familiar venue with people
you know.

LEO Put pen to paper or
fingers to keyboard and let
the ideas f low. Take extra
care with medicines.

enters the sign of Cancer,
you find yourself freed up to
pursue more oportunities.

Words flow smoothly as you
ex press yourself to team
members or family.

C A PR ICOR N You r
par t ner really needs a
vacation. If you can’t plan it
instantly, at least schedule it.

GEMINI If you bring all
your powers of persuasion
to t he t able, you’l l f i nd
that others defer without
objection.

L I B R A Yo u n e e d
imagination to penetrate a
tangled web of concepts and
feelings. Free your words,
but don’t etch them in stone.

A Q U A R I U S Yo u
make headway on a paper
or report. Include unusual
information to make it more
interesting.

C A NCER Ever y ache
and pain you wake up with
can be relieved with a hot
shower. Then take charge of
the day and do as you wish.

SCORPIO Rein in early
morning enthusiasm. Others
aren’t quite ready. You’ll
convince them later.

PISCES A f ut ure goal
doesn’t require immediate
complet ion. Exercise
patience in early stages. The
magic is in the aging process.

V I RG O It ’s t i me t o
TAURUS As the Moon bring your ideas to the table.

SAGIT TA RIUS
Uncork all of your persuasive
powers. You can use them at
home, in social settings or in
a confrontation over money.

02/23/10

Solution from 02/22/10

ACROSS
1 Silently
understood
6 “Dear” advice
giver
10 Clock sound
14 “Well done!”
15 Early Yucatán
dweller
16 Nebraska tribe
17 Sweet toast
topper
20 “No __, no gain”
21 Cancel
22 Book of maps
23 Peace and quiet
25 __-shanter:
Scottish cap
27 State with
13-Down: Abbr.
29 Fruity bread
topper
35 Inform (on)
36 Group of bits, in
computer
storage
37 Other half, so to
speak
38 Be next to
40 Wood-dressing
tool
42 Init. response
team
43 Complaint of “the
weary”
46 Kick into a net
49 Quilting party
50 “Schmeared”
bagel topper
52 Wimbledon
do-over
53 Made the scene
54 Terse order to a
chauffeur
56 Model of
excellence
59 Assign stars to
62 Leadership org.
for females
65 Waist woe
(caused,
perhaps, by
overindulgence
in 17-, 29- and
50-Across)
68 Hang in the
balance
69 Schedule opening
70 Without letup
71 Hang around
72 Move cautiously
73 Enjoys a kiddie

pool
DOWN
1 1/16 of a cup: Abbr.
2 Greek city on its
own gulf
3 Politician in a
political cartoon,
e.g.
4 A former Mrs.
Trump
5 Garage service
6 Word of
agreement
7 The __ of Avon
8 Boring way to
learn
9 “Whoopee!”
10 Direct, as a
confrontation
11 “__ cost you!”
12 Bubbly drink
13 Largo, West, et al.
18 Like roads with
many potholes
19 Copier problem
24 Chem room
26 “Washboard”
muscles
27 Old Cannes
cash
28 Repair bill line
30 School support
org.
31 Rock climber’s
stop

Solution for 02/22/10

32 Windblown
desert plant
33 Cosmetician
Lauder
34 Odometer button
39 Container at an
afternoon
service, maybe
41 Playwright Akins
44 Lowercase
45 Cable sta. for old
ﬁlms
47 Hibachi residue
48 Summer sign
51 Proclaim
55 Loy of “The Thin

Man”
56 Mischievous
tykes
57 Try to reduce
65-Across
58 Ferber or Best
60 Popeyed
61 Place for a beret
63 Sugar source
64 Puts two and two
together?
66 Language sufﬁx
67 Sock-in-the-jaw
sound
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Carolina looks to rebound
USC looks for redemption
after tough weekend
against Charlotte 49ers
Rodney Gray

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The USC softball team will be looking
to rebound following their 5-4 loss to Troy
when they take on the Charlotte 49ers today
at Beckham field.
“Right now we’re a bit too inconsistent.
We’ll have good plate appearances, good
focus and play aggressive and then we lose
focus and we have ver y non clean plate
appearances,” said USC softball coach Joyce
Compton. “That’s one thing I think we need
to work on, our consistency of our play.”
USC went 2-3 overall this past weekend at
the UCF Invitational.
“I think we were a bit unfocused, we had
some plays that were not physical errors
but mental errors that cost us dearly in the
game yesterday and probably over the entire
weekend,” Compton said. “That’s the one
thing we’ve got control of, the mental side of
it, and that ... should be the easiest to clean
up because you are going to have physical
mistakes.”

Carolina is 6-3 in this early part of the
season but their record has not come without
a few bumps in the road, in particular the
Gamecocks’ pitching.
“We got to have our pitchers come and
start taking charge of games,” Compton said.
“We’ve got to get on the board early and
often and play like it’s a nothing-nothing
game, take that attitude to every at bat and
every pitch that’s thrown.”
Fo l l o w i n g a t o u g h r o a d t r i p , t h e
Gamecocks will be looking to feast off of
some home-cooking at Beckham field. USC
is undefeated at home this year, posting a
4-0 mark . The Gamecock bats have also
produced more at home, scoring 11 runs in
their win over Coastal Carolina.
“I’m looking for the focus to be there in
the midweek games,”Compton said, “and ...
for our pitchers to come out and dominate a
little bit.”
Charlotte, which is coming off a win in
their First Pitch Classic tournament , will
be looking to continue their momentum in
Columbia. However, the 49ers have not had a
lot of road games this year. The 49ers are 0-2
in their only road games on the season.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Eric Gay / The Associated Press

Woods speaks at his apology press
conference last Friday in Florida.

PGA needs Tiger
back on course
Despite misdeeds, Woods
return best case scenario
for tour’s success
Richard Pearce/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC shortstop Lindsay Walker puts down a
bunt against Campbell last week.

SEC Power Rankings
Kentucky keeps on rolling atop the poll
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

1. Kentucky

(No Change)
C
ali
lipa
pari
pa
ri ma
ade his
hii self-described “stupidest move
h
UK coach John Ca
Calipari
made
ever” in calling a ttimeout
the end of the No. 2 Wildcats 58-56 win
im
meo
e ut aatt th
over at Vanderbilt
biilt, but
b
bu
ut Kentucky
Ken
entu
tu
uc (26-1, 11-1) survived A.J. Ogilvy’s
last shot and improved
7-0
d tto 7
0 ssince its slip-up in Columbia. The Cats
get a shot to avenge their only loss this Thursday against USC, and
then it’ll be tough goings the rest of the way: two of their last three
are road games at Tennessee and against the pesky Georgia Bulldogs.

2. Vanderbilt
an
nd e r

(No Change)
The No. 16 Commodores
ed their spot as the second-best
mm
mo
odo
dore
rees ha
res
have
ve ssolidifi
ol
oli
ol
C, bu
ut ti
imee will tel
team in the SEC
but
time
tell what that means for them down
the road. At 20-6
and
-6 an
nd 99-3 in
9-3
i the SEC , Vandy has a favorable fi nal
four games left in the season, and then the benefit of having, for all
intents and purposes, the SEC Tournament being played at home in
Nashville’s Sommet Center. If the ‘Dores can run the table and go
deep in the league tournament, don’t be shocked to see them get a
three-seed come March.

3. Tennessee
(No Change)
With No. 19 Tennessee
8-4)
seee (20-6,
(2
8-4
-4)), you never know what to expect.
nsto
nsto
topp
ppab
pp
able
ab
le some
ssom
om nights, hapless the next. These
The Vols will look unstoppable
l id h
next three games (at F
Florida,
home against Kentucky and Arkansas)
will tell a great deal about what Bruce Pearl’s team is made of.
They’ll be the most athletic team in each game, but if they don’t put
in complete performances, they’ll get run out of the gym each time.

4. Florida
(No Change)
Billy Donovan’s G
Gators
ator
at
o s (19-8,
or
(1
199-8,
8, 8-4)
8-4
-4)) g
got
ot a huge
h
win over Ole Miss this
past weekend. Priorr to
to thee triumph
triu
tr
ium
iu
mph over
over the
the Rebels, UF looked to be on
the wrong side of the
after
losses
he bu
bubble aft
fter
er llos
osse
sess tto the Gamecocks and Xavier.
se
Now, they’re likely in
.500 down the stretch and win
n if
if they
they can
can play
pla
layy .5
a game or two in the conference tournament, which will be a relief in
Gainesville after back-to-back misses. USC coach Darrin Horn called
Donovan a “Hall of Famer” after USC’s game with the Gators a few
weeks ago, but there aren’t a lot of legendary coaches who missed the
tournament three straight years

5. MSU

(No Change)
Now that the water b
bottle-throwing
ottl
ot
tletl
e-th
ethro
th
rowi
ro
wing
wi
ng ffiasco
ia
is old news, Mississippi
awf
wfu
ul lot
lot to
o be happy
ha
State (19-8, 7-5) has an awful
about. They avoided the
year byy squeaking
squeakin
ng out a 60-59 win against the
embarrassment of thee year
dh
ave pu
ut themselves
th
hemselvve in prime position to grab an
lowly LSU Tigers, and
have
put
SEC West title. Of the Bulldogs’ final four games, the toughest game is
the season finale at home against a Tennessee team they match up well
with, and the rest (at Auburn and South Carolina, vs. Alabama) are very
winnable.

6. Arkansas

(No Change)
When the Razorbacks (14-13,
(14-1
14 13, 77-5)
-5)) sstarted
-5
tart
ta
rted
ed to
to lose games earlier in the
season, the defeats tended
ded
d to
to start
stt artt piling
pili
pi
ling
li
ng up,
up as the Hogs have two
separate losing streaks of four
games this
year.
f
thi
hiis ye
yea
a However, they’ve been
able to buck that trend of late, answering each of their last two losses prior
to Saturday’s 83-92 stink bomb against Auburn with wins the next time
out. That’ll have to continue for John Pelphrey’s team, which could set
itself up for a realistic shot to make the tournament without winning the
SEC if it can finish strong.

7. Ole Miss

(No Change)
The Rebels (17-9, 5-7) started strong, but barring a miracle,
will likely once again be on the outside looking in come
March. They’ll likely fi nish with 20+ wins, but like USC a
year ago, that likely won’t be enough to garner an at-large bid
in a improving but still very underwhelming SEC. In a related
story, go ahead and put Andy Kennedy at the top of the “SEC
coaches on the hot seat” list for next year.

8. Georgia

(Up 1)
The Bulldogs (12-13, 4-8) aren’t going to get above .500
more than likely in Mark Fox’s first season , but they have
a strong foundation to build on. Guard Travis Leslie , the
most electrifying athlete in the conference, will be a trendy
preseason SEC Player of the Year pick next fall. Big man
Trey Thompkins is a stud inside and out. Ricky McPhee is an
assassin on the wing. With USC and Tennessee losing a great
deal next year and the entire UK team headed to the NBA,
UGA has a shot in 2010-2011 to make some noise.

9. USC

(Down 1)
Here are some positives for USC (14-12, 5-7) in what has
quickly become a season gone wrong: They have at least one
winnable game left (Alabama at home next week), which means
they more than likely can fi nish with a .500 regular season
record. Furthermore, they likely will be playing a Western
team in the first round of the league tournament that they can
beat, someone like Auburn or Alabama again. Lastly, they will
make the NIT barring a miracle run, and have a realistic shot
to play North Carolina in the Armageddon matchup so many
have dreamed for years about.

10. Auburn

(Up 1)
The Tigers (13-14, 4-8)
8) showed
show
sh
owed
d some
som
om heart with a win over
Arkansas, but unless they can find a way to knock off Alabama
in Tuscaloosa in the final game of the season and then make a
significant run in the SEC Tournament, it’s probably going to
be curtains on the Jeff Lebo era, as the coach has never been
able to deliver much on the plains.

11.Alabama

(Down 1)
Losers of five out o
off thei
their
th
hei
eirr la
last
st ssix
ix, the Crimson Tide (14-12,
4-8) is in free fall.. It
It doesn’t
d es
do
esn’
n t get
n’
get any
an easier from here either:
games against desperate
Mississippi
sper ate
t M
i ssii s siip State and Mississippi
teams, a road trip to South Carolina for Devan Downey’s
senior night, and a rivalry game against Auburn.

12.

LSU

(No Change)
There’s only so many
ways
describe
nyy way
w
ayys to d
escri how bad the Tigers
(9-17, 0-12) have been.
all.
n. I’ve
I’ve
’vve used
used
ed them
t
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

W hen people f irst got word t hat
Tiger Woods had been in an automobile
accident, they were concerned for his
health and well-being. Most people were
wondering how serious the injury was
and when they would see Tiger back on
the golf course.
Then came the true story behind the
accident.
All of the tabloid headlines and news
stories of mu lt iple women who said
they had sexual relations with Woods
over a span of many years appeared.
The ugly side of the world’s greatest
golfer and American icon came to light.
Mult iple statements from Woods on
h is Web site h it on t he
subject of infidelit y for a
wh ile, but w it hout sol id
con f i r m at ion. T hen , i n
December, his use of the
word “transgressions,” in
reference to let t i ng h is
family down, confi rmed the
Justin
stor y for those who were
Wilson
Second-year
still hoping it wasn’t so.
sports
The fall, if you can call it
management
that,
from the top was quick,
student
yet brutal for t he golfer.
First it was Accenture who
dropped their sponsorship, then AT&T,
who is t he sponsor of Tiger Woods’
tournament, the AT&T National , held
at Congressional Country Club the past
three seasons. Not to be overlooked is the
fact that Woods is still pulling in millions
from his contract with Nike. EA Sports,
the maker of the Tiger Woods PGA Tour
video games, says they still plan to release
the 2011 version sometime this year.
A simple Google search of “Tiger
Woods” used to ret u rn result s such
as awards, greatest shots and photos,
but now returns articles of affair and
mistress.
Then came Friday’s highly anticipated
press conference. Not many people were
too excited on hearing what he had to say,
as they knew it would be scripted down to
the smallest detail. And it was just that.
The worst part is that watching him
read the pages in front of him, one would
think it was his first time seeing the
speech. For someone who was accepted
to Stanford and gives multiple media
inter views after his golf rounds, you
would think he would have a little more
public speaking skill. Woods said nothing
special during t his statement except
confirm that he had been in rehab for
the prior 45 days and would be returning
after his speech.
The statement has divided Americans
mostly along gender lines . Many males
view the statement as gutsy and genuine
while females see it as unapologetic and
fake. A lot of speculation was made as to
why he decided to give it now. Maybe it is
because he wants to get back out on the
course with an attempt at the redemption
of his personal image.
The two next big tournaments that
Tiger is most likely to appear in are right
in his backyard in Florida, assuring him
some privacy due to the limited travel.
A lso, t here is t hat litt le tournament
called the Masters that occurs the second
weekend of April so starting up again
now would help him get back into playing
form just in time.
No m at ter wh at t he rea son , gol f
and the PGA need Tiger Woods. The
sport is just not the same without his
outstanding skill on the course. Without
him the PGA is doomed, both from the
point of ratings on television and selling
tickets to get people out to the course to
watch. I understand that what he did was
completely and utterly wrong, but as a
sports fan, I am excited to see him back
out there doing what he does best.
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

Major credit cards accepted

Additional Info

Line classified ad rates

DEADLINE

Additional options
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Announcements

Help Wanted

Lifeguard Training & CPR re-certification classes offered at Harbison. For
more info contact D. Cartee @ 781-2281

BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

Apartments
27 Apts (1-5 BR) almost on campus.
803.318.0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!
$15 base-appt, flexible schedules, customer sales/svc, all ages 18+ conditions
apply, call 772-4112 or apply online
BestUSCjobscom

PRE-LEASE FOR SUMMER/FALL
Reserve 2BR for $750 Market rate 905.
Reserve it today! All utilities incld.
Open M-F 9-5 Call Glenn 799-1442

Housing-Rent
4BR 2BA Shandon hd flrs Begin 5/10
$1345. 3BR NOW. $11095 318-0729

Help Wanted
Child Care
IRMO DAY CARE -. PT position available working with 2 y.o 2-6:pm. M-F
Daycare exp required. Call 781-5439.

CONDO FOR RENT 2BR 2BA
min from USC located on River.
All appl furn. $800.Avail now!
Call Matt 730-3980

Help Wanted
Instructors

Help Wanted
Restaurants

Experienced Personal Trainers
needed. Located 5 minutes from campus. PT available. Contact
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for details..
YO BURRITO is looking for hard working servers & kitchen staff to work.Apply
in person any day between 2 & 6pm
2631 Devine Street.
NOW HIRING!
SWIM TEACHERS!
Pay starts @ $10 per hour.
Free Training and Certification. Email
Jim Reiser @
swimprofessor@sc.rr.com
your current availability,
background/qualifications, and if you
will be here for the summer.

FREE Utilities

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury
cruise with food. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of thirteen
resorts. Appalachia Travel.
www.BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018

oﬀer
ends
feb 28!

No Fees!

Now Leasing Fully Furnished
2, 3 & 4 Bedrooms
tPET FRIENDLY
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Not aﬃliated with The Woodlands Land Development Company, L.P. in Montgomery and Harris County, Texas.
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